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Abstract
Data modelling is an important skill tbr students
undertaking university courses in computing and
Infi~rnlation Systems.It is a complex
task whichis not
currently well providedwith tool based support. This
paper describesextensionsto a learningenvironment
for
data modellingwhichis basedon a text based virtual
reality panldigm.This learning environmenthas been
enhancedby the inclusion of autonomous,intelligent
agents of two types. Onetype of agent basically has a
pedagogicalrole, providingfeedbackto learners about
the quality of their data models.Theother type of agent
eft~,etively plays the role ot’a learner within the
environment,
and is intendedto offer the opportunityfiw
collaborationto humanlearners within the environment.
!Introduction
One of the most commonly taught data modelling
tbrmalisms in computing education is the Entity
Relationship Model (Chen, 1976) and its extensions
(’reorey, Yang&Fry. 1986). The Entity Relationship (ER)
model is also widely used for software development in
industry. As with many areas of systems analysis and
design, ER modelling can only be learnt practically
(McLeod.1996). Such practical, experiential work in
modelling is usually provided through the analysis of text
based scenarios, from which the learner has to derive a
modelby undertaking a sequence of tasks.
ERmodelling is complex.It involves the identification
of salient facts from disparate inlbrmation sources, many
of whichare text based. Novicesfind this task difficult and
exhibit systematic errors in their models(Hall and Gordon,
1998). In learning ERmodelling, learners need to have
conceptual representational
tool (a notation) and
methodologytbr using that tool (Batra and Davis. 1992).
Lcarncrs do not experience problems in using the notation
{i,e. physically drawing the model), instead, errors are
mostly madein relation to the application of an appropriate
methodology(lIoggarth and l.oekyer. 1996).
The problems of I-R modelling are compoundedby a
widely observed anchoring heuristic (Batra and Antony,
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1994). whereby learners becomereluctant to review any
parts of a model that they have already constructed.
Frequently, learners anchor to an incorrect model. Without
appropriate and timely feedback, a learner will not be
awarethat they have constructed an incorrect model.
In real life ERmodelling is a collaborative activity,
with multiple analysts gathering information from multiple
users / stakeholders each of whommay have a different
view of the proposed system. Analysts then integrate this
intbrmation to produce the final ERmodel. As far as we
are aware, no attempts have yet been madeto support this
essentially collaborative aspect of the ERmodelling task
fi~r novice ERmodellers.
The problem of supporting collaborative ERmodelling
activities in a learning environmentis complicatedby the
changing nature of the higher education student. Rather
than the 20 year old direct entrant living on campuswith
few family responsibilities, there is a growingrequirement
to support mature students whomaystudy in a part time or
distance learning mode(Jelly, 1997).
The Entity Relationship Modelling Virtual Learning
Environment (ERM-VLE),described in this paper was
developed to meet these challenges. ERM-VLE
provides a
learning environmentin whichlearners can gain exte.lsive
experience in solving ERmodelling problems. It provides
learners with timely and appropriate feedback about the
quality of their models as they are being constructed.
I-RM-VI..E also supports collaborative learning, and is
available to support students outside of the traditional
classroom environment.
Earlier work described in (Hall and Gordon, 1998)
details our first implementation of liRM-VLE.This paper
describes recent enhancements to EILM-VLE. Most
notably, it describes the extension of this environmentby
the inclusion of a numberof different types of intelligent
agents.
The remainderof this paper is organised as Ibllows. In
the first section we detail the structure of our learning
environment. The second section describes how ERMVLEcan be used to support collaborative learning of ER
modelling. The third section describes the different types
of agents which can populate ERM-VLE.
These agents are
basically of two types: Pedagogical Agents, which provide

feedback to learners about the quality of their models; and
Pseudo Learner Agents, which are intended to collaborate
with learners in problem solving. The final section
provides some discussion of ERM-VLE,and details of
proposed future work.
Entity Relationship
Modelling Virtual
Learning
Environment
(ERM-VLE)
In ERM-VLE,
the task of the learner(s) is to study a textual
scenario (typically a description of a business area) and
construct an ERmodel which correctly reflects the data
requirements described in that scenario. ERM-VLE
is
based on a text based virtual reality, the most common
examples of which arc seen within the Multi User
Dimension (MUD)paradigm. The past decade has seen the
use of MUDs
for a variety of educational purposes, see for
example, (Fanderclai, 1995), (Hughes& Wakers, 1995).
The virtual space in ERM-VLE,
which represents both
the scenario and the ERmodelling task, is realised as a
collection of locations or ’rooms’ connected to one another
through the use of exits / doors in a virtual space. A
numberof different types of roomsexist, such as Scenario
Rooms, where the various elements of the scenario are
distributed: and model construction rooms, where the
model is built. For example, Entity Creation rooms are
locations in whichthe creation of newentities is permitted,
by manipulation of appropriate elements from the textual
scenario. To interact with the world, a restricted set of
commandsis provided, relating to movement, object
manipulation, and communication, as described in (Hall
and Gordon, 1998).
A key issue within the ER modelling task is the need
for learners to adopt an appropriate task structure. For
example, to limit the potential complexity of an ERmodel
it is important to identify all entities within the scenario.
prior to determining the relationships amongstthem. The
topological organisation of the virtual world effectively
imposes this task structure on the learner, simply by
restricting the navigational opportunities offered to her.
Learners are simply not allowed to enter Relationship
Creation rooms until all appropriate entities have been
identified.
ERM-VLE
is built using a clienUIserver architecture.
The VLEserver system, in which the virtual world resides,
is implemented in CLIPS(NASASTB, 1997), a rule-based
Expert System programming language. The VLEclient
systems are implemented in Tcl/Tk, a script based
language for building graphical user interfaces
(Ousterhout, 1994). The client systems communicatewith
the server system by sending text commands, and the
server system communicates with the client systems by
sending Tcl/Tk scripts, which are then evaluated by the

relevant clients. The TCP/IP communicationprotocol is
used, so client processes can be either local or remote.
Although communication between client and server
systems is predominantly text based, the client interface
can also contain graphical elements. A graphical
representation of the ER model being constructed is
presented to the learner, tbr example.
Collaboration

in

ERM-VLE

The earliest iteration of ERM-VLE
was effectively a single
user environment, in that learners existed in the ERM-VLE
in separate, though parallel, virtual spaces. However,
learners could, and would communicatewith one another,
across virtual spaces. This communication resulted in
learners essentially undertaking collaborative problem
solving. It was decided to augment the environment to
exploit the potential for enhancinglearning offered by this
collaborative activity.
In order to achieve this, ERM-VLE
was reconfigured to
enable more than one learner to be in the same virtual
environment at the same time. Roomswithin the multilearner environment were of two types: commonareas to
which all learners had access; and private areas to which
only a single user had access. Variousparts of the scenario
were distributed in these different rooms.
During a learning session, learners could be divided
into groups. The group task would be to create an ER
model for the whole scenario, that is each memberwould
have to create their own ERmodel. However, due to the
separation of the scenario learners wouldbe unable to gain
a view of the entire scenario unless they collaborated with
their colleagues.
Learners interact with the ERM-VLE
and communicate
with one another, sending and receiving what we term
Taxes’, which are essentially copies of elements from the
client interface of each learner. Learners could, for
example, fax a copy of the diagrammaticrepresentation of
their current ERmodel to other learners. Other learners
could not directly extract modelelements from these faxes,
they had to build their owncopy of the relevant FRmodel
themselves.
This was achieved through learners
transporting certain elements of the scenario from their
private arenas into the common
areas for their colleagues.
Additionally. by using the free style natural language
’internet chat’ facility included in ERM-VLE,
they could,
for example, ask one another for explanations of these
faxes, ask one another for advice and guidance, and ask the
whereabouts of various scenario elements. In this way
ERM-VLE
supports both pedagogical and peer learning
opportunities.
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One of the principal constraints on the development and
deploymentof Intelligent Tutoring Systems(I’I’Ss) lies
the complexity of constructing such systems. Knowledge
acquisition, knowledgeencoding and system architecture
design are extremely difficult tasks. This is exacerbatedby
the fact that most ITSs are one-off tailored applications
which are difficult if not impossible to adapt to new
domains. The use of autonomousintelligent agents otters a
potential solution to this problem. At noted in (Atkins et
al. 1996) distributing tasks to numerousspecialised agents
promotesmodularity, flexibility and inerementality.
Weare currently extending ERM-VI..Eby populating it
with such autonomousintelligent agents. These agents are
of two types, Pedagogical Agents and Pseudo Learner
Agents.

creating entities until all of the entities necessaryfor the
model have been identified.
Secondly, accepting or
rejecting the learner’s choice of entities within the Entity
Creation rooms. Within these roomsthe learner attempts to
create and name entities.
The Gatekeeper Agent only
permitslearners to create correct entities.
Dueto the relative simplicity of the scenario there is
single correct solution in terms of which of the scenario
objects can be used for each of the modelconstructs. So, if
a learner attempts to construct an entity from an object
which does not represent an entity in the solution to the
problem at hand the learner will be given negative
fcedback, and told that the item does not represent an
entity. Similarly, if the learner tries to enter a Relationship
Creation roomshe it told that she maynot enter this area
until all of the entities havebeencreated.

Pedagogical

Pseudo Learner Agents in ERM-VLE

Agents in ERM-VLE

Agents

The use of coarse grained agents within learning
environmentshas recently received increased interest, with
a number of different applications emerging where such
agents are used to provide a variety of functions to
learners. In MEMOLAB
(Dillenbourg. Mendelsolm and
Schneider, 1994) the agents operate as tutors or teachers.
with the agents attempting to determine the preferred
teaching style for learners in the acquisition of basic
methodological skills in experimental psychology. In the
GILA.CILEproject (Ayala and Yano, 1994), a number
diftkrent agents exist to aid students in learning Japanese.
The agents within GRAC’ILEare of different q,.pes:
mediator agents act as facilitators,
supporting
communication and collaboration among learners: and
domain agents have knowledge about sentence
construction and language usage.
in ERM-VLEwe have included a coarse grained.
domain specific pedagogical agent which provides
feedback to users, only allowing them to take correct steps
on their search tbr a solution. In this respect, it resembles
the agents of (Ayala and Yano, 1994). This agent
referred to as the Gatekeeper agent, and it provides
immediatefeedback to learners in relation to their model
and only permits learners to create correct models, thus
preventing learners from ever anchoring to an incorrect
solution. This agent provides limited support for the
learning of declarative knowledge and considerable
support tbr the learning of the procedural knowledge
which we consider to be the task structure or the
development of an appropriate
methodology. The
Gatekeeper navigates around the virtual world controlling
the access of learners to locations and allowing or denying
learners the use of particular commands.
For example, when the learner is in the process of
entity creation, the Gatekeeper Agent has two main
functions. Firstly, to ensure that the learner continues
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One of our aims for ERM-VI.Ewas to ensure maximum
availability of the system outside of the traditional
classroom setting. This meant that in order to allow
collaborative learning, we needed to ensure that other
actors were present at all times within ERM-VI.E.Our
proposed solution to this problem is to populate ERM-VL.E
with autonomousfine-grained intelligent agents, which we
have called Pseudo-Learner(PL) agents.
The fine grained PI, agents in our environment
replicate some of the behaviour of novice ERmodellers.
The PI, agents do not have expert knowledgerelated to ER
model construction. They behave in a similar way to the
humanlearners in the environment.The key characteristics
of the PL agents are that they are architecturally simple
and homogeneous, with each of the PI. agents being
identical to all others; they do not have any internal
representation of the virtual world; they tbllow simple
patterns of behaviour which can be easily programmed:
and they embodythe concept of cognitive economy,and as
such arc similar to the reactive agents of (Ferber and
Drogoul. 1992)
Althoughthe PL agents are fine grained, they do have
somebasic knowledgewhich differentiates them from the
humanlearners I’at least at their most novice stage) This
knowledge is provided through some simple rules which
c:m be applied to ERmodelling. For example, one of the
most basic of these rules is that an entity will be derived
from a noun-phrase. Therefore, whena PI, agent is in the
process of entity creation it will ignore objects whichare
anything other than noun-phrases. However,in the same
way as humanlearners, they do not knowa priori which of
the available noun-phrases really do represent entities
~ithin the scenario. Thus. similar to humanlearners they
must follow the structure imposedby the virtual w.orld.
under the guidance of the feedback supplied by the
Gatekeeper agent.

The use of companion agents in addition to teaching
agents within a learning environment is described in a
numberof applications. In (Hietala and Niemirepo, 1996).
EduAgents provide the teaching function within the
domain of equation solving, whilst companion agents
collaborate with the learner in the determination of a
solution. However, a significant
problem has been
identified in the situation where the learner knowsthat
their companionis a computerised collaborative learner
rather than a humanagent. Essentially, the learner looks to
this agent not as a collaborative companion,but rather as
an assistant teacher or tutor. (Hietala and Niemirepo.1996)
note that learners expected the companionagent to produce
viable, correct solutions, and if they did not the learner
collaborated with themless.
Similar results were found in Dillenbourg’s (1994)
People Power system. Dillenbourg notes that if a colearner is not improving its suggestions quickly enough
then subjects lose their motivation to collaborate. Thus,
although companionagents enrich the learning situation by
taking an active part in the session, learners primarily wish
for such agents to provide a teaching function.
However, these findings are not duplicated in
environments where learners are not aware of the
computational nature of their collaborators. This use of
agents which simulate humanswithin virtual worlds can be
seen in applications such as the Soar/IFORproject (Tambe
et al. 1994) and VET(Virtual Environmentsfor Training)
(Johnson, 1995). In both of these applications, human-like
intelligent agents interact both with one another and with
humans in the performance of tasks. These agents
participate in activities, additionally they can explain and
demonstrate how to perform particular tasks, and offer
advice and assistance.
Although human learners collaborating in ERM-VLE
have a full range of communications
available to them. it is
not possible to support the latter in the Agent ERM-VI,E
system (ERM-VI,E plus PL agents).
Thus, the
communication possibilities
have been reduced to a
minimum.Essentially, the only communications allowed
to humanlearners and cybernetic agents in Agent ERMVLEare faxes (of the agent or learner’s current model,
inventory,
or scenario),
requests for faxes and
transportation of scenario elements to shared areas. This
applies
both to human-human and human-agent
communication.Weare currently investigating the effects
of these limited communication possibilities
on the
effectiveness of learning in Agent ERM-VLE.
Discussion
Although preliminary results with PL-Agent ERM-VLE
have been encouraging, a number of issues have emerged

g.hich require consideration and a further iteration of
ERM-VLE.
At present the Gatekeeper Agent provides only simple.
negative feedback to learners. For example, if learners
attempted to create an entity from an object which did not
represent an entity, they were simply told that the object
was not an entity, with no explanation as to whyit was not.
Althoughnegative feedback appears to be more successful
than no feedbackat all, and seemsto mitigate the effects of
the anchoringheuristic, wefeel that it is too limited.
Wefeel that there is considerable scope for improving
the quality of feedback, including explanations, that can be
provided by the Gatekeeper Agent. Our agent based
architecture should allow us to easily incorporate improved
pedagogical agents, or even sets of collaborating
pedagogical agents, into our learning environment.
A feature that ERM-VLEshares with Microworlds
(White and Horwitz. 1988) is that pedagogical activity
very much focused on procedural knowledge - on how a
task should be performed. ERM-VLE
does not currently
offer the learner muchsupport in learning the concepts
underlying its task domain - what does or should an
"’entity" represent, what is a "’noun phrase," what is a
"’customer" (where customer represents an entity), etc.
are currently looking at waysof addressing this problem.
A Tcl/Tk web browser plug in has recently been
released and we are hoping that this may enable us to
incorporate ERM-VLE
into a website that would provide
conventional computer based learning support for the
underlying concepts of the ERmodelling domain.
At present, manyof the inadequacies of ERM-VLE
are
compensatedfor by the collaborative nature of the system.
Currently, if a learner fails to understand somethingthat
occurs within ERM-VLE
they maybe able to consult their
colleagues, or even their instructor (who may also be
present within the VLE)for explanations.
The limited communicationpossibilities available to
the PL agents obviously reduces their utility for providing
this kind of support. Weaim to extend their abilities to
enable them to have more detailed interactions with
learners, although clearly a restricted command
tbrm will
still haveto be used.
ERM-VLE
appears to provide a supportive learning
environmentfor practising activities traditionally learnt in
a classroom environment, without incurring the high costs
associated with on-line pedagogic activity (AIbright and
Graf. 1992). Even with the current limited Gatekeeper
Agent, the ER modelling task has changed from a class
based to a student based activity. Learning has becomea
flexible, independentactivity, without imposingadditional
correction and feedback tasks on staff. Wehope that the
inclusion of simulated human learners within the
environment will enable us to provide an environment in
Intelligent TutoringSystems
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which our learners can learn in collaborative groups at any
time they choose.
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